
7 September 1991
Dear Pe ter :

Basically just a quick note.

Firstly to thank you/for your letter of 23 Aug 1991, the revised
W9 descendants chart you enclosed, and for the list of subscribers. I
plan to write to one or two of the latter later today. The computer
program you have is impressive. Being able to underline the submitter
of the data and to highlight a given descent is very useful and
helpful.

Secondly, as to your two questions:
1. Cenise Morrison is correct. I don't know how/where Aunt

Agatha came up with that name, but that is her given name.
2. Harry Ivan Sherrard is also correct, or so Mom has assured me

on various occasions. I looked up a photo of his gravestone yesterday
and his name is recorded there as Harry I. My assumption is that the
person who transcribed the Charlotte records and submitted the data to
NEHGR misread the record. That is just an assumption though; I have
not personally seen the original record.

Thirdly, two minor points on the new data entered based on what I
submitted:

[This is on line J8, Kl, LS, MS, Nl ]
1. On Oil, there appears to be a format error on Grampy (Philip)

Sherrard's death date. It extends too far towards the left margin.
2. On Oil, Pi, Dad's (Harold Gower's) middle name should be

Winslow.
I have checked all the other new entries, and they all appear to

be correct.

Fourthly, three minor additions, or tidying up, on the material I
sent:

1. On 011, P1, 01, Rl, Wendy's place of marriage is Apopka,
Florida.

2. On 01, R3, Belinda's 2nd husband's full name is Fred PIGGOTT.
3. On OS, R2, Gary & Cindy are divorced. Neither has yet

remarried.

That is it for now. Mom & Dad will be passing through in ten days
enroute to Wendy's wedding. I will ask her to bring along her Sherrard
data. If she does, I should be able to amend & extend the descendants
of LS, MS, Nl significantly. That would probably not be until we
ourselves return from the wedding.

Thanks again for the material you forwarded. Best personal
regards to you and yours.

Sincerely

Gerald F. Gower ~7002 G~d St. ~Jl
Me Lean, VA 22101


